5 REASONS Sound Rx is SO SPECIAL
SOUND SPECS
1. Acoustic science engineered sound board for maximum distribution of sound
Our manufacturer spent months researching the best wood to mount our super transducers on
that would distribute the tones. This way you feel the tones throughout the chair not just where
the transducers are placed.
2. Two Clark transducers optimally placed for maximum effect. From 30 years of experience using vibro
acoustic chairs, Dr. Jonas has found the optimum position for the transducers to maximize effect.
The chosen transducers are of the highest quality for therapeutic effects.
3. Highest quality receiver with optional low pass filter for our specialized MusicalMedicine programs.
[Note: amplifier does NOT have a headphone jack]
4. Highest quality over the ear, padded headphones to deliver the clearest sound through all ranges. It is
really important for the headphones to block out other sound, deliver the frequencies accurately, and
have a wide range of conductance especially in the lower ranges.
5. Comes with our 5 CD VAT starter package: [a $125 value]
Spinal Ease Frequencies
PTSD Music and Frequencies
Oxygenizing Frequencies
Pain Ease Frequencies
Etheric Sweep Music & Frequencies

CHAIR SPECS
Upright Dimensions

43"L X 31"W X 47"H

Reclined Dimensions

63"L X 31"W

Reclined Headrest Height 26"
Reclined Footrest Height

31"

Seat Width

23"

Gross weight (chair in box)90 lbs
Maximum Load Weight
Required Recline
Clearance

400 lbs
9"

~Articulating headrest
~Electric reclining with easy touch control or
manual
~Smooth motion guide rails
~Integrated floor glides on legs
~Hand carved and dark walnut stained wood base
~Zero gravity inversion
~Free attachable accessory table
~Choice of leather colored upholstery

RECOMMENDED AUDIO PLAYERS
~Fiio Hi Resolution audio player – the high end
MP3 that renders our programs perfectly. There are
several generations, all excellent.
If you decide on this product, you will also need to
purchase:
~a 128 GB memory card so you can add multiple
programs in high resolution formats like: FLAC,
WAV, AIF and more.
~ a splitter
~ a male to dual RCA cord so you can plug in your
headphones and plug into the amplifier.
~Sony DVP-FX750 7-Inch Portable DVD Player,
Black (2010 Model)
Plays our complex MusicalMedicine programs
without compromise. Easy to pair with the amp.
~Other We are not recommending any CD players
since most of the affordable ones no longer have
headphone capability.
CARE & MAINTENANCE
WARNING
1. Be sure to disconnect the power cord from the electrical outlet before cleaning.
2. When cleaning the controller or power switch, use a dry cloth only.
3. Be sure to test any cleaning solution on a small, inconspicuous part of the product
4. Do NOT use benzene, thinner or any other solvents on your product
Cleaning Code Standard:
To maintain your product dust frequently
If your product becomes dirty, use a water-based upholstery cleaner only. To treat stains, spot clean
with an upholstery shampoo or a mild detergent foam.
Maintenance and Repair:
The mechanics of this product are specially designed and constructed to be maintenance free. No
periodic lubrication or servicing is required. Warranty information is included in the packaging.

